Role of HU proteins in forming and constraining supercoils of chromosomal DNA in Escherichia coli.
Induction of supercoiling in plasmid DNA by HU heterotypic and homotypic dimers, a mutant HU-2 (HupAN12), HBs and HB1 proteins with different DNA-binding affinities was investigated in vitro. The abilities of these proteins to induce supercoiling in DNA correlated with their affinities for DNA. Stoichiometrical analysis of HU heterodimers bound to DNA in the complex restraining the negative torsional tension of DNA showed that 12-13 dimers account for a single superhelical turn. The number of supercoils in the plasmid in vivo decreased on inhibition of DNA gyrase with coumermycin, reaching a steady-state level that indicated the existence of a compartment of restrained supercoils. The size of the restrained compartment was reduced in the absence of HU, indicating the participation of HU in constituting this fraction, and was larger on overproduction of HU-2 in the cells. An increased level of DNA gyrase, expressed from a plasmid carrying both gyr genes, in the cells did not compensate for the deficit of the restrained supercoils caused by HU deficiency, indicating seeming distinct and unrelated action of HU and DNA gyrase in introducing and constraining supercoiling of intracellular DNA.